


Up till 1989, the only sounds coming out of the PC were mere beeps. 
The same year, Sound Blaster was born, and PC audio was transformed 

forever. Since then, over 400 million Sound Blasters have been sold; 
and the Sound Blaster brand has become synonymous with the term 
‘sound card’ and high-quality audio, both within and beyond the PC. 
With experience and expertise refined over three decades of audio 
innovation, Sound Blaster has continued to reinvent itself with the 

development of digital audio processing technologies, and redefine  
what the ultimate audio experience really means.



1989
PC audio was transformed 
forever with the very first 
Sound Blaster 1.0

2004
Sound Blaster rose
beyond the PC with 
Sound Blaster Extigy

2014
Sound Blaster X7

got users on the ultra-high fidelity 
digital audio superhighway

2014
Sound Blaster E5      
championed hi-res audio 
for both desktop and 
mobile devices

2000
Sound Blaster Live! 5.1 

realized surround sound 
in a sound card

2001
Sound Blaster Audigy             
featured hardware             
accelerated DS3D sound

2010
Hi-fi audio performance 
with Sound Blaster X-Fi 

Titanium HD

2017
Sound BlasterX AE-5 

launched Xamp discrete 
headphone bi-amplifier

2018
Sound BlasterX G6 
the audio processor

for both desktops and
gaming consoles

2019
Sound Blaster AE-9 and
Sound Blaster AE-7
have redefined the pinnacle 
of sound cards

2019
Sound Blaster X3

the first Sound Blaster
with Super X-Fi® headphone 

holography

2019
Sound Blaster G3
the first Sound Blaster 
made specifically for 
game console users

2012
Unprecedented
audio realism with
Sound Blaster Z

2017
Sound BlasterX Katana 
heralded a new era of   
gaming soundbars



Sound Blaster AE-9 boasts incredible audio quality with the ESS SABRE-class 9038 DAC which 
offers 129 dB DNR & THD + N at 0.0001% with 32-bit / 384 kHz playback, and our latest innovation, 
CleanLine Technology, which focuses on removing power supply ripple noise from high-performance 
GPUs when using a microphone. It also features the award winning Xamp—a fully discrete 
headphone bi-amplifier which amplifies each audio channel individually to deliver incredible audio.  

The Sound Blaster AE-9 comes with a 
convenient and powerful Audio Control 
Module with built-in +48V Phantom Power 
Button, multiple Headphone and Microphone 
connectivity ports, and a vast range of 
processing technologies, including Sound 
Blaster’s own Acoustic Engine, Dolby Digital 
Live and DTS encoding.

Creative’s newest innovation is set to overthrow the need of an external 
desktop mixer that takes up the desktop’s valuable table space.

CleanLine Technology is designed to filter and isolate noise along the 
mic path so you can truly enjoy crystal clear and uncompromised voice 
communications even when your GPU is pushing its limits. ULTIMATE 32-BIT / 384 KHZ PCI-E SOUND CARD AND DAC WITH XAMP 

DISCRETE HEADPHONE BI-AMP AND AUDIO CONTROL MODULE

CLEANLINE TECHNOLOGY
POWER SUPPLY 
RIPPLE NOISE

WITHOUT
CleanLine

Technology

WITH
CleanLine

Technology

POWER SUPPLY 
RIPPLE NOISE

WITH GRAPHIC CARD RUNNING AT LOAD

32-bit / 384 kHz
HI-RES



Sound Blaster AE-7 delivers pure and pristine audio quality with the ESS SABRE-class 9018 
DAC, which delivers 127 dB DNR & THD of 0.0001% (-120 dB), 32-bit / 384 kHz PCM plus 
DSD64 playback, and our award-winning Xamp—a fully discrete headphone bi-amplifier 
which amplifies each audio channel individually to deliver incredible audio.

This internal sound card also integrates a range of audio enhancement technologies, namely 
the Sound Blaster Acoustic Engine, Dolby Digital Live, and DTS Connect encoding, plus 
an audio control module with a number of connectivity options, and a 
large control knob to bring users an overall enhanced experience and 
immersive surround sound.

HI-RES PCI-E DAC AND AMP SOUND CARD 
WITH XAMP DISCRETE HEADPHONE BI-AMP 
AND AUDIO CONTROL MODULE

Sound BlasterX AE-5 is a SABRE32 Ultra Class High-
resolution PCI-e Gaming Sound Card and DAC with Xamp, 
our award-winning discrete headphone bi-amplifier. It 
delivers astonishingly pristine audio, and also shows off 
the Aurora Reactive Lighting System with 16.8 million 
customizable colors to select from.

HI-RES PCI-E GAMING SOUND CARDAND 
DAC WITH RGB AURORA LIGHTING SYSTEM

32-bit / 384 kHz
HI-RES 32-bit / 384 kHz

HI-RES
16.8 MILLION 

REACTIVE COLORS



Sound Blaster X3 is a high-resolution, 7.1 multi-channel DAC Amp with 32-
bit / 192 kHz playback capability. This DAC Amp also features customizable 
equalizers, Dolby Digital Live encoding, supports headphone impedance of up 
to 600Ω, and Audio Balance, our latest feature which allows users to attenuate 
volume between two audio sources by simply turning a knob.

The external USB DAC Amp also has Super X-Fi® built-in—which has bagged 
a total of 15 awards at CES 2019.  It also features a large volume control knob, 
three distinctive physical buttons, as well as LED indicators, and an array of 
connectivity options for ease of control. 

HI-RES 7.1 SUPER X-FI® USB DAC WITH 
HEADPHONE AMP FOR PC, MAC, PS4™, 
AND NINTENDO SWITCH™

Access your Super X-Fi® profile and settings directly on the Sound Blaster Command software.



An amazing upgrade over our well-received Sound BlasterX G5, Sound 
BlasterX G6 immediately improves your audio, giving you a much 
more enjoyable experience compared to what you get from a default 
motherboard audio or any other USB Gaming DAC in the market.

The USB sound card works with PS4, Xbox One, Nintendo Switch, as 
well as PC, and combines a virtual 7.1 32-bit / 384 kHz, 130 dB USB 
DAC with our award-winning Xamp discrete headphone bi-amplifier for 
incredibly detailed audio. It also boasts Dolby Digital decoding, virtual 
7.1 surround sound, game-voice volume balancing, Scout Mode, and 
Sound Blaster’s renowned sound enhancement technologies.

7.1 HD GAMING DAC AND EXTERNAL USB 
SOUND CARD WITH XAMP DISCRETE 
HEADPHONE BI-AMP FOR PS4™, XBOX 
ONE, NINTENDO SWITCH™, AND PC

32-bit / 384 kHz
HI-RES

PCM / DoP

PORTABLE EXTERNAL CONSOLE GAMING USB-C DAC AMP 
FOR PS4™, NINTENDO SWITCH™, PC, AND MAC

Sound Blaster G3 is the first ever Sound Blaster portable USB DAC Amp designed and built for gaming 
consoles, namely the PS4 and Nintendo Switch. The portable gaming DAC amp is also the first Sound Blaster 
device to debut GameVoice Mix, the latest feature which offers Game and Voice Chat balance capability, as 
well as a custom-tuned Footsteps Enhancer mode, and on-the-fly audio adjustments without having to exit a 
game or software.

The portable gaming amp fashions a matte black finishing, supports headphone impedance up to 300Ω with 
sampling resolution of 24-bit / 96 kHz, and 5.1 / 7.1 Virtualization on PC and Mac.



Get the soundstage of a surround sound speaker system on headphone. 

Personalize it so it sounds natural, just for you.

Change the way you listen to headphones forever!



SUPER X-FI® 2.4 GHZ LOW-LATENCY WIRELESS 
USB HEADPHONES

BLUETOOTH® AND USB HEADPHONES 
WITH BUILT-IN SUPER X-FI® TECHNOLOGY

This pair of Bluetooth® and USB headphones has built-in Super X-Fi® 
technology that provides holographic audio personalized to your own 
ears for an unbelievable headphone experience that is as good as the 
real thing.

SXFI® AIR also boasts an SD card slot which turns it into an MP3 Player, 
50 mm drivers, touch controls, a NanoBoom high-clarity microphone, 
and customizable RGB LED rings.

SXFI® THEATER checks all the boxes for unsurpassed movie enjoyment. Featuring 
not only the audio realism of Creative’s award-winning Super X-Fi® headphone 
holography, low-latency 2.4 GHz digital wireless audio transmission, and up to 30 
hours playtime, this new cinematic audio experience is also complemented with soft 
protein leather earcups as part of a premium build quality and finish. 



USB HEADSET WITH BUILT-IN SUPER X-FI® TECHNOLOGY

SXFI® AIR C is a USB headset with built-in Super X-Fi® technology in Super X-Fi® technology 
that provides holographic audio personalized to your ears for an unbelievable headphone 
experience that is as good as the real thing.

It also boasts a detachable ClearComms microphone that is specially-tuned for natural vocals, 
50 mm drivers, and customizable RGB LED rings. This headset is suitable for movies, music, 
and games on PC, Mac, PS4, and Nintendo Switch.

SUPER X-FI® HEADPHONE AMP

SXFI® AMP delivers the best of two worlds in advanced personalized 
headphone audio.

It incorporates the award-winning Super X-Fi® technology which is 
miniaturized into a dongle no larger than a finger. SXFI® AMP is also 
a premium high-performance headphone amplifier that is capable of 
driving even studio-grade headphones.



HIGH-DEFINITION WIRELESS BLUETOOTH® 
NECKBAND WITH HYBRID TRIPLE-DRIVER 
SYSTEM, APTX™ HD AND AAC CODECS 
WITH SUPER X-FI® READY^

5.0APTXTM HD AAC
MAGNETIC
EARBUDS

UP TO 20 HRS 
PLAYTIME*

20 HRS

With the same audiophile-grade hybrid triple-driver system as the Aurvana 
Trio, the Aurvana Trio Wireless is now back—and free from wires; featuring 
high-quality aptX HD and AAC audio codecs for great audio performance 
on the go.

Experience exceptional audio clarity with the stylish Aurvana Trio Wireless 
neckband with Super X-Fi® READY, and an impressive 20 hours playtime. 
Ergonomically designed for long-wearing comfort, Aurvana Trio Wireless’s 
soft and lightweight silicone neckband fits comfortably around your neck 
without weighing you down.

TRIPLE-DRIVER IN-EAR USB-C HEADPHONES 
WITH BUILT-IN SUPER X-FI® TECHNOLOGY FOR 
PERSONALIZED AUDIO HOLOGRAPHY

Powered by USB-C with digital audio for superior sound quality, the SXFI® 
TRIO is a pair of triple-driver in-ear headphones that features our award-
winning Super X-Fi® headphone holography technology. Fitted with the same 
triple-driver system as the Aurvana Trio, the SXFI® TRIO delivers balanced, 
accurate, and natural sounding audio with amazing clarity so you can hear the 
details in your music.

sxfi® Trio

^ With Super X-Fi® READY, enjoy the software processing power of Super X-Fi® unlocked on the 
SXFI® APP for local audio and music content on your mobile devices.

* Based on moderate volume level. Actual battery life will vary with usage settings and environmen-
tal conditions.



TRUE WIRELESS SWEATPROOF IN-EAR 
HEADPHONES WITH UP TO 39 HOURS OF 
BATTERY LIFE AND SUPER X-FI® READY^

Outlier Gold boasts incredible playtime of up to 14 hours per charge. It is 
also fitted with graphene driver diaphragm and Bluetooth® 5.0 with aptX 
and AAC audio for detailed, well-balanced audio reproduction. Experience 
a new level of immersion with spatialized holographic audio, activated by 
Super X-Fi® READY^.

GRAPHENE
DIAPHRAGM

IPX5
SWEATPROOF

DUAL-VOICE
CALLS

GOOGLE
ASSISTANT

UP TO 14 HRS
PER CHARGE

5.0

APTX™ AAC

TOTAL  
PLAYTIME*

39 HRS14 HRS

SIRI

* Based on moderate volume level. Actual battery lives will vary with usage settings and environmental conditions.

Super X-Fi® READY^ unlocks Super X-Fi® headphone holography for 
local audio and music files* through Bluetooth®. By activating the SXFI® 
App wirelessly with Outlier Gold on your mobile, you can transform the 
SXFI® App into a Super X-Fi® MP3 player and enjoy cinematic audio 
whereever you go!

^ With Super X-Fi® READY, enjoy the software processing power of Super X-Fi®  
unlocked on the SXFI® APP for local audio and music content on your mobile devices.



TRUE WIRELESS SWEATPROOF IN-EAR 
HEADPHONES WITH UP TO 30 HOURS 
OF BATTERY LIFE

Boasting a playtime of up to 10 hours per charge, a 5.6 mm superior 
graphene driver diaphragm and Bluetooth® 5.0 with aptX and AAC 
audio, Outlier Air impresses with detailed and immersive audio 
reproduction. It is also certified IPX5 water-resistant with a comfortable 
fit for all-day wear—perfect for work, gym sessions, and even travels!

GRAPHENE
DIAPHRAGM

IPX5
SWEATPROOF

DUAL-VOICE
CALLS

GOOGLE
ASSISTANT

UP TO 10 HRS
PER CHARGE

5.0

APTX™ AAC

TOTAL  
PLAYTIME*

30 HRS10 HRS

SIRI

Wrist pouch included!

WIRELESS SWEATPROOF IN-EAR 
HEADPHONES

MAGNETIC
EARBUDSSECURE FIT IPX5

SWEATPROOF 5.0UP TO 9.5 HRS 
PLAYTIME*

9.5 HRS

The all-new Creative Outlier ONE V2 is back with improved features! 
Enjoy up to 9.5 hours of high-definition audio with seamless connection 
via the latest Bluetooth® 5.0 technology. Plus, the Creative Outlier ONE 
V2 is IPX5-certified water-resistant so you can experience the freedom 
of going wherever you want, whether rain or shine.

* Based on moderate volume level. Actual battery life will vary with usage settings and environmental conditions.* Based on moderate volume level. Actual battery lives will vary with usage settings and environmental conditions.



ULTRA-LIGHT WIRELESS SWEATPROOF 
IN-EAR HEADPHONES

Outlier Sports is a pair of high-performance lightweight wireless in-ear 
headphones that stay secure and comfortable in your ears even when 
your workout gets tough. It features sweatproof properties to help you 
brave through all natural elements and accidental splashes. Plus, with 
a battery life of up to 11 hours, nothing is going to hold you back from 
staying active.

Available in:

IPX4
SWEATPROOF SECURE FITVOICE CALLS

UP TO 11 HRS
PLAYTIME*

11 HRS

4.115G

BLUETOOTH® WIRELESS 
SWEATPROOF IN-EAR HEADPHONES

Outlier Active is a pair of sleek, Bluetooth® in-ear headphones 
with a wireless, tangle-free experience. Crafted with a matte-black 
finish, these IPX4-certified sweatproof headphones are made to fit 
securely and comfortably through your daily challenges. The long-
lasting battery life of up to 9.5 hours ensures that you will never be 
out of music. 

IPX4
SWEATPROOF SECURE FITUP TO 9.5 HRS

PLAYTIME* 4.1

9.5 HRS

* Based on moderate volume level. Actual battery life will vary with usage settings and environmental conditions.
* Based on moderate volume level. Actual battery life will vary with usage settings and environmental 

conditions.



INTEGRATED SOUND CARD /
DAC FOR CUSTOMIZABLE 

ENHANCEMENTS

ADDS AUDIO 
REALISM

TRUE-TO-LIFE 5.1 SURROUND 
SOUND WITH CLEAR DIALOG

VERSATILE CONNECTIVITY FOR EASY SETUP

Optical-in AUX-in

CUSTOMIZABLE 24-BIT HI-RES GAMING 
UNDER-MONITOR AUDIO SYSTEM

Designed to handle the most demanding games, movies, and music with 
ease, the compact yet powerful Sound BlasterX Katana is a state-of-the-art 
under-monitor audio solution that fits perfectly beneath wide screens and 
fills the room with impressive sound.

16.8 MILLION 
REACTIVE COLORS



2.1 HIGH PERFORMANCE UNDER-MONITOR 
SOUNDBAR WITH SUBWOOFER FOR TV, PC, 
AND ULTRAWIDE MONITORS

Creative Stage features a high performance, under-monitor soundbar for 
your computer and TV. The accompanying subwoofer provides the perfect 
enhancement for rich, thumping bass that reverberates throughout the room. 
With a myriad of connectivity options, this is the perfect audio entertainment 
system for use whether at a desktop computer setup or in the living room.5.0 MP3 PLAYER3.5 MM

AUX-INOPTICAL ARC

160W
PEAK

POWER
INFRARED 
REMOTE 

CONTROL

COMPACT UNDER-MONITOR SOUNDBAR 
FOR PC, WITH BLUETOOTH®,  AUX-IN, 
AND USB MP3

Engineered with functionality and usability in mind, Creative Stage Air is 
a compact, under-monitor soundbar for your computer. It features a sleek 
and minimalistic style that is designed to fit into any desktop settings. 
Custom-tuned to deliver impressive audio, Stage Air also comes with a 
playtime of up to 6 hours for fuss-free music enjoyment!5.0 MP3 PLAYER UP TO 6 HRS 

PLAYTIME
OPTICAL POWER

20W
PEAK 6 HRS



PREMIUM HI-FI 2.0 DESKTOP SPEAKERS

Creative T100 is designed to charmingly accompany your desktop computers 
and laptops. Part of the 2nd generation of T-series’ minimalistic 2.0 desktop 
speakers, T100 features 2.75” full-range drivers, a powerful 40W RMS amp, 
BasXPortTM Technology, as well as multiple connectivitiy options for ease of use.

80W
PEAK

5.0 MP3 PLAYER POWER
INFRARED 
REMOTE 

CONTROL
3.5 MM
AUX-IN

OPTICAL

2.0 USB DESKTOP SPEAKERS

The orb-shaped Creative Pebble V2 is a sleek and elegant 2.0 speaker 
system that looks perfect in any home and office. It features a 45° elevated 
soundstage for enhanced audio projection, and is powered by a single 
USB-C cable for hassle-free music entertainment.

ELEVATED WIDE 
SOUND STAGE

WITH 45° ANGLED 
DRIVERS

USB-POWEREDBUILT-IN PASSIVE 
RADIATORS

DUAL FAR-FIELD 
DRIVERS



2.1 USB DESKTOP SPEAKERS 
WITH SUBWOOFER

Creative Pebble Plus supercharges your listening experience by offering 
double the bass while retaining its clean and minimalistic design along 
with USB connection.

The speakers feature dual far-field drivers set at a 45° angle and is 
accompanied by a down-firing subwoofer for crystal clear clarity and 
louder, thumping bass.

ELEVATED WIDE 
SOUNDSTAGE

DUAL FAR-FIELD 
DRIVERS

DOWN-FIRING 
SUBWOOFER

USB-POWEREDAUX-IN

PORTABLE AND WATERPROOF BLUETOOTH® SPEAKER

Designed for both the great outdoors and cozy indoors, Creative MUVO Play is our latest portable 
and IPX7-certified waterproof Bluetooth® speaker that is packed full of features. With dual micro 
drivers and dual bass radiators, MUVO Play sounds larger than life and is lightweight at only 360g 
(12.6 oz). So, bring it along with you to pool parties, camping trips,  
or even on your next exciting adventure!

IPX7
WATERPROOFSPEAKERPHONE5.0UP TO 10 HRS

PLAYTIME*
3.5 MM 
AUX-IN

STEREO  
WIRELESS LINK

Available in:

GOOGLE
ASSISTANT

SIRI

10 HRS

* Based on moderate volume level. Actual battery life will vary with usage settings and environmental conditions.
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